Molecular subtype switching in early-stage gastric cancers with multiple occurrences.
Multiple gastric cancers at the same time (synchronous) or recurrence after 1 year (metachronous) are frequently encountered. Since their genetic profiles were not well elucidated, we molecularly subtyped the genetic events of synchronous and metachronous early-stage gastric cancers. We studied mismatch repair (MMR) genes in 84 tumors from 31 patients (15 synchronous and 16 metachronous) by immunohistochemistry. We performed microsatellite instability analysis and targeted sequencing of 58 significantly mutated genes (SMGs) in 35 tumors from thirteen patients. Genomic data from TCGA were used for comparisons with advanced-stage cancers. Among the 31 patients, at least one deficient-MMR (dMMR) tumor was observed in eight (26%). Of eight patients, seven showed a mixture of proficient-MMR (pMMR) and dMMR tumors. The one case with only dMMR had six recurrent tumors within 2 years. To further subtype, we sequenced 58 SMGs in 35 samples (25 pMMR and 10 dMMR) from thirteen patients. In 35 samples, 163 mutations were identified, but none matched in almost cases, strongly indicating different clonal origins, whether synchronous or metachronous occurrences. Of the 25 pMMR cases, 1 belonged to Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), 24 belonged to chromosomal instability (CIN) subtypes. Of the thirteen cases, repetitive CIN, a mixture of CIN and MSI, a mixture of CIN and EBV, and repetitive MSI were observed in nine (70%), two (15%), one (8%) and one (8%), respectively. Despite multiple tumors occurring in the same patient simultaneously or several years apart, clonal origin was totally different. 'Switching' or 'mixing' of dMMR and pMMR, EBV or CIN occurred, which had clinical relevance with regard to immunotherapy.